Erasmus-Programme
Academic Year ______

Confirmation of Stay
(To be filled in at the end of the Erasmus mobility period)

This is to confirm that Ms / Mr ____________________________________________ studied at our institution in presence, virtual or blended form

from
   ___./.____./.____. (if applicable: incl. language, orientation course)
   day month year

until
   ___./.____./.____. (if applicable: incl. examination period).
   day month year

If applicable:
Phases of virtual participation from outside the host country (mostly from Germany):

from
   ___./.____./.____. until
   ___./.____./.____.
   day month year
   day month year

and from
   ___./.____./.____. until
   ___./.____./.____.
   day month year
   day month year

and from
   ___./.____./.____. until
   ___./.____./.____.
   day month year
   day month year

Faculty/school/department: _______________________________________________

Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Function: __________________________________________________________________

__________________  ___________________________
Date                                                    Signature, Stamp

*** This form should not be signed more than 5 days before the end of the confirmed study period***

***

The student is requested to upload this form within 30 days after the study period confirmed above into his/her Mobility-Online Account at the University of Bonn